REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

DBMNE0495 – CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT OF SUB-SEA DIAMOND RECOVERY SYSTEMS

SCOPE OF WORK:
Debmarine Namibia is looking for consultant(s) / research institutions to contribute to the development of new concepts for extracting marine diamonds from both soft sediment and coarse gravels. Qualified and interested partners will receive detailed geological information.

DOCUMENTS TO SUBMIT:
1. Business profile.
2. A demonstration of competencies (via appropriate CV’s) for the overall provision of services.
3. Track record: comprehensive detail of concept development capability to find solutions for technical challenges, with timelines of contract period(s); reference people and contact numbers (where applicable).

CLOSING DATE: 22 March 2024.
Registered businesses interested in providing such services are requested to submit the documents
Email: Tenders@debmarine.com
Subject line: DBMNE0495 – CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT OF SUB-SEA DIAMOND RECOVERY SYSTEMS

ENQUIRIES:
The Procurement Officer
Tel: +264 61 297 8460
Email: Tenders@debmarine.com
Subject line: DBMNE0495 – CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT OF SUB-SEA DIAMOND RECOVERY SYSTEMS

DISCLAIMER:
Debmarine Namibia shall not be responsible for any costs incurred in the preparation and submission of a response to this tender and furthermore reserves the right not to extend this tender into any future tenders, negotiations and or engagements.

Debmarine Namibia shall not accept submissions rendered after the closing date and time.